
What ls Qaia/oga|^7
A Holistic Cultural Vision For Living Sustainably

As Spirit, Self, Community, And Earth

Would you like to live in a way that gives you the material abundance you want without harming the
Earth?

Would you like to be surrounded by a cooperative culture that shares your joys and sorrows, supports
you in all areas of life, and provides intimacy with continuity?

Would you like your daily life to be lNVo integrated with Spirit?

If you are longing for these things, you are not alone. M*y, many people are plagued by a gnawing
sense that things could be A LOT different. In fact, it's becoming increasingly obvious that they mustbe
if we're going to grow beyond our current ecological and social crises, and into a way of living that's
life-serving all the way around. But the enormity of what's required to make this shift happen often
seems overwhelming. Is there anything one person can do to really make a difference?

We believe there is. In fact, we believe there's a lot we can do. But to do it, we must root our lives in
the soil of a whole different understanding and intention. What might that look like?

Imagine... You wake up on Monday morning and receive a phone call from an old friend who says,
"I'd love to go fishing with you today, 'cause we haven't spent time together in months." Now, in your
old life you'd have to tell him the following bummer story: "Gee, I'd love to, but I can't get off work
because I'm the only dentist my patients fust to work on them. Also, my SUV's in the shop, so we
couldn't get out to the lake. And my daughter has a ballet class this afternoon that I have to pick her up
from. So I'm booked all day - again."

But instead, you've designed an entirely different life for yourself. In your new life, your old friend
doesn't live across town - he lives with his wife and two children on the same 80-acre piece of land that
you, 30 other adults, and 18 children all co-own. So you say to him:

"H"y, that sounds great! Let me call up the other three people in my cooperative dentistry
practice and see if they can coyer for me. We have a light day today, so I know one of them will say
'yes.' How about if we meet at the meditation hall at 9 a.m., sit for half an hour, and then head over
to the community pond? Hey, that'll really work out great because tonight's my monthly night to
make dinner for the community, and I didn't know what I was going to fix. I'll make a big sushi
dinner from our catch. How's that sound?"

"Sounds good to me. Do you want to drive so we can bring the fish back easily?"
"Nah, let's just each take a wheelbarrow. I don't even wanna deal with the solar-powered golf

cart today. [rt's really rough it!"
"Cool. How late can you stay out? Do you have any responsibilities in the garden or with the kids

this afternoon?"
"No. Yesterday was my day teaching the pre-teens about the connection between diet and

emotional balance, and Wednesday I'm leading a crew in planting the community's new corn patch.
I'm psyched on that. I love being able to have a garden, with all that fresh organic food, and not need
to grow it all by myself. Also, did you know that this year we're going to plant an extra acre to sell at
the farmers market to pay for bringing in a Compassionate Communication specialist to help us with
our co-parenting skills?"



"Yeah, I know. I really pushed for that, It's been so frustrating for me to have us get into
conflicts, only to find out later that we were actually in agreement but had just misunderstood each
other. I'm glad you reminded me. I'm going to be there Wednesday to help plant that com."

"Great. I guess my only resistance to fishing today is that I was going to watch my daughter
practice ballet with the other kids this afternoon. They're getting ready for their big performance for
the community next month. But I can watch her tomorrow, so I think she'll be OK with that. Yeah,
this sounds great- let's go fishing. It'll be a simple and fun way to spend the day together, plus I just
love all the quiet out at the pond - I can really feel Spirit out there, especially after I've been to the
meditation hall. So let's do it! I'll make those calls and see you there in 45 minutes."

"Yahoo! I love this life. I'm so glad we made the changel0 years ago. Imagine where'd we be if
we hadn't?"

"Yup, we're really fortunate, and even more so today from all the work we've put into ourselves,
this community, the land, and our spiritual practice."

"You said it. [,ove you. See you soon."

What we're suggesting in this illustration is that we can live from an altogether different
understanding - 

one that honors our diverse needs as individual, social, terrestrial, and spiritual beings.
The people in this example had that understanding. They could see that the course they were on was
never going to give them what they actually wanted. And they had the courage to seriously re-evaluate
their lives and re-design them to provide what they truly desired. They wanted to live sustainable, non-
polluting, lifestyles; they also wanted physical and emotional health, happy and well-cared-for children,
balanced careers, a full spiritual life, a community that supported and enriched all of that, and a land-base
to make it real and grounded. In other words, they saw the need for the integration of Spirit, self,
community, and Earth. And they were willing to do the necessary work - including personal and
relational growth, acquiring the material resources, and developing practical skills 

- 
to make it all

happen. Cultivating this kind of holistic understanding, developing sensitivity to one's need for
integrated and sustainable culture, and taking the practical steps to bring it into life - that's what
GaiaYoga is all about. It's a "yoga" (i.e. a practice of unification) for living sustainably on the Earth.

There are many different ways to practice GaiaYoga - this is just one example. You don't have to
live in the country, co-parent, meditate, or be a gardener. It also isn't about losing control of your life to a
group. What it is about is addressing our core needs for Spirit, self, community, and Earth in an
integrated and intelligent way. How these needs will be met will vary from person to person and from
circumstance to circumstance, but the pro€ss that brings us to these different choices will be the same.

Through GaiaYoga we can transform fragmented, unsustainable ways of living, step-by-step, into holistic
ways of being that are balanced, healthy (for ourselves and the Earth), and deeply fulfilling. It rs possible.

If you would like to find out more, we invite you to read our booklet, An Introduction to GaiaYogarM:
A Holistic Culnral Vision for Living Sustainably as Spirit, Self, Community, and Earth, by Ano Tarletz
and Mercedes Kirkel (that's us). Send $9 (+ $8 per additional booklet) to Pan Piper Press, 55 Mitchell
Blvd. #20, San Rafael, C494903, and we'll ship 'em to you.

We're also creating a full-length GaiaYoga book, educational programs, and a residential GaiaYoga
community that we can call "home." Contact us to learn more about GaiaYoga and support it's sprouting
in the world - 

through classes and workshops, personal consultations, volunteering, or patronage. We're
happy to speak to individuals and groups about this exciting way of life.

Ano Tarletz and Mercedes Kirkel
J|I. aloha@gaiayoga.org
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.W'bat 
Is A Seedballt

Can you imagine growing agarden, orchard, or forest without tilline the
soltr, digsinS holes, feryrhzlng, or even weeding? ft's entirely possible us-ing
seedballs-marble-sized mixrures of clay, seedf compost, a;d other organlc
goodies. The way theywork is so simple, yet so magical...

Seedballs can be made by hand in the comfort of your orvn home, as a
wonderful activiry to.share wi.th friends and family. fhe_ingredients are simple:
powdered red clay, alarge variery of seeds, compost, soil m-icroorganism ^

inoculants, and hot peppe.r to repgll1segt-s andiodents. Ther. 
"[get 

mixed
up with water and worked into tkind of dough. Once the rieht co"nsistency is
reached, the dough is rolled into litde_F"llr,ana nia out to aiy. a day or mor.
later, you're ready to roll! The seedballs can be tossed o,-rt 

"try*here 
ihere isn't

already mature forest----on lawns, garden beds, empry fields, barren grasslands.
even deserts-at the rate of a few 6alls every squari foot or square y;td,
depending on the situation. It's that eaqyjust walk around ina tttr"* them
about!

. Because they are encased in claR the seeds are protected from rodent and
lglect predation,.premarure germination, qnd logtrng or baking on the ground.'When enough rain comes to dissolve the clay ba1l, tfie seeds ge-t wet and buried
and can safelygerminate. The clay retains mbisture and, alon! with the
compost andinoculants, feeds the sprouting seeds ro get theil off with a
strong start. Often roo different species orinore will Se sown at once,
including l?tive l!g.t, shru!,s, and grasses; nitrogen-fixing trees and ground
covers; and/or edible vegetables, roots, fruits, an? nuts.

What really makes seedballing different (as opposed to transplantin
dlings or tilling in one species of seeds) is thai we let the dixirsiry oj
I the whole of Nature decide which olants are best srrited to the lrrn,

seedlings or t
6.cs sccuu:{rilrtg utrrercnf \as opposeo to uanspHntrng
in one fpecies gf-sged.s) is that we let the diversity oiseeds

and the whole of Nature decide which plants are best suited to the exact:trlu rrle wnore oI l\aEure oecloe wnlcn plants are best surted to the exact
conditions tbey're in. Each type of seed prefers different conditions and fills
different niches.. Because 

-a[arge quantity and variety of seeds are broadcast,different niches. Because a[arge quanti6,
we can be sure that gomething will grow (unless conditions are c_ompletelywe can be sure tlrat,something-wi
infertile or toxic). Plants who-find iniche will thrive; rhe ones that bo1't'*ru
P.4t!t or not sprout. This process naturallypromotes optimal plant and land
health.

If we are doingwilderness restoration, we don't need to be concerned with
which particular plants prow, because the ground will become covered and
Nature will guide the process towards a cli-max forest perfectly. If we are
determined to grow food, we m€ht choose to make sire we are starting with
land whose fert-ility base can support the non-pioneering plants we are
selecting. $egardless, over the years a healthy, abundant"icology *designed" by
Nature will emerge. Rather than imposing our plans onto the-6nd (eien rr.ro
well considered ones), we instead haimoni-ze oui desires and will with Narur6
and allow Her to.reveal.which species is best suited to each particular spot.
Once She shorvs her primary response to our seedballing, *i ."n, as thi system



matures, favor some plants over others by cutting and pruning or re-seedbailing
with an updated seed selection. This way of planting i3 born of a fundamental"
trust that Nature, not man, is the wisest and most capable farmer and designer.

Seedballing alleviates a tremendous amount of nursery and transplantinq
work that is rypicd in plant propagation, while still beine productirie and libor
efficient. Beiause theie is nb tillins of the Earth and a ffisft density and
diversity of naturally selected planti, there is very little po"ssibiliry 6f dit""r.
and no heed for pesticides. Niture handles all the detaiis with *ittintd human
management. In fact, the rich tapestry that She grows is far more efficient,
productive, md breathtaking than any human could design. All we do is select
and gather seeds, make the Jeedballs,'and sow them as w6 walk (or fly over!)
the land. That's it! Nature handles it from there. 'What less can we do?

I see seedballs as a profound and magical tool for transforming our world.
Vith them we can heil deserts, reforesi abused lands, plant foodforests and
gardens, and empower citizens to make real their dreams to heal and serve the
environment in a direct, easy, and practical way. Even if you have no land or
farming_ tk4lt agd live in the iuburbs, you can Jti[ use r.i,db"[r on public or
private lands, if you cooperate with the land-stewards and wildlife. -Some

people belie_ve that money, government, and ownership are the main limiting
Iactbrs to changing the wbrfd, but perhaps through creativiry, rime
management, and cooperation we can circumvent these strucrures and
accomplish "the impossible." Tbe seedball is in our court!

Seedballs were pioneered by Masanobu Fukuoka, a reveredJapanese elder,
farmer, teacher, and visionary, who developed The Natural \XZay Of Farming, a
sustainable, organic-farming approach and spiritual philosophy.- He has
written several books; his best known are One Straut Reztolution, Tbe RoadBack
To Nature, md Tbe Natural Way of Farrning, all translated from ]apanese.
Unfornrnately these books rr. .rirrently dut of print in the U.S.,ihough they
are often available via libraries, used bobkstores, book locators, and orlanic'
farming enthusiasts.

There are several ways to learn more about seedballs and Masanobu
Fukuoka. You can read his books. There's a wealth of information, including a
short instructional video, available at w,.2),ur,seedballs.corrr. There are also "
other websites about Fukuoka. You can contact, Pangaia, a pennaculfure
natural farm and resource center in Hawaii, which uses seedballs as an integral
part of creating holistic sustainable culture. Surf to wfttalpangaiA.cc. Or you
can contact me, Ano, in the SF Bay area, and I can tell you what I know about
the philosophy and practice of narural farming. I want to form a local
"seedball troupe" to make seedballs, go on hikes to sow them, and see what
gro\Ms. Call me if you'd like to give it a whirl. Aloha.

Zephyrs.Ano' Tarletz 415-289'2110 panpiper@pangaia.ce



What Is In"rtinctiue Eating?
Aloha. My name isZephyr "Ano" Tarletz, and ['ve lived on the Big Island of Hawaii for most of the

last l0 years, in an emerging eco-village, where dozens of us are pioneering farms and homesteads using
Permaculture principles. For years I have been passionately focused on understanding food and its
relationship to health, sustainable lifestyle, and bodily happiness. In 1990,I changed my diet and began to
"eat instinctively," which is a way to eat raw foods using our inborn instincts. This marked a great change
in my relationship with food. Later, in 1996,I published a book about Instinctive Eating, and began to
formally teach about it. I believe that understanding how instinct relates to food is essential knowledge for
anyone who eats, whether or not one is actually drawn to fully choose this particular practice. So I'd like to
now share with you the essence of what I've discovered over the last decade of happily eating by instinct ...

All diets are based on some understanding (or misunderstanding), whether scientific, nutritional,
cultural, spiritual, ethical, or intuitive. And all diets have varying degrees of effectiveness and pleasure, for
different people at different times. The reality is there are a lot of diets to choose from-fyou are a Homo
Sapiens. But if you are any other animal on this diverse Earth there is only one diet to choose: lnstinctive
Eating! Let me explain.

Instinctive eating is not a new way to eat. It isn't the latest twist on vegetarianism, body-typing, Eastern
wisdom, or native diets. Rather, it is the inherent living system for selecting, eating, and digesting foods
within our animal biology. The way it works is simple, magical, and mysterious. Imagine it's 50,000 years
ago. You are hungry, walking on the beach, looking for food. Essenfially, the only foods available are raw,
whole, organic, and wild-what I call an "original" food. Next to a salt-water pool, you find a pile of
seaweed, a group of rocks, a clan of clams, a maggot-covered fish, fifteen fallen crabapples, and a broken,
evacuated beehive, laden with honey. How do you know what to eat and what not to eat?

Simply put: the nose knows. Like a dog, you smell the foods, look for the best smelling item, and put
that one in your mouth. lf it tastes good, you eat it, and then forage for some more of that food. This is
most significant. The smell of a food is valuable sensory data to the instincts. The pleasurableness of the
smell indicates that it might be nourishing food. lf, after passing the nose test, it also passes the taste test,
then you l<now (bodrly) that this is a good food for you at this moment. It's that simple and direct!

So, why would you stop eating? This is the magical part. An original food's taste will actually change
in your mouth as your body's nourishment needs are met (the ones that this particular food offers). In
other words, the honey or seaweed that first tasted exquisite will become less and less delicious, until it is
actually painful to try to eat. Really! The sensory experience changes, even though the food remains the
same. In other words, the body is a most sophisticated signal-receiving and data-processing organism. It's
perfectly designed to prevent gluttony via the taste change, for even if you are still hungry, you will not be
able to eat more of a particular food, as long as you are sensitive to your body's messages to stop. Why?
It just won't taste good anymore (unless you use condiments to mask and extend the flavor of this now
non.nourishing edible). This basic process is effortless and present in all animals. Essentially, instinctive
eating produces a radical reduction, or even removal, of food-related confusion, suffering, and
hopelessness. Using it yields tremendous liberation, pleasure, and the security that you're eating the best
foodsfor you, as well as profound long-term health benefits.

So what happens if you eat a non-original food that no longer accurately communicates to your
instincts? [rt's take a look A crabapple's smell and taste clearly reveals the essence of what that
crabapple is, what its "nutrient makeup" is, and what its subjective value /o you is. But that same apple that
smells wonderful to you, might not smell good to your friend because s/he doesn't need it. However, apple
pie is a different story. The smell (espbcially right out of the oven) no longer honestly and accurately
represents the essence of the food- And, because of the cooking process and the'tcombining of many foods,
the taste change is now either completely absent, muted, or blurred. But yourobody is genetically
programmed to "believd' that if:sprlething smells good you might need it, and if it tastes good you do
need it. So it is totally natural to want to eat apple pie! Your body is following its innate intelligence. But
the food is no longer living up to its end of the relationship by telling you the truth. It's saying to your



instincts, via its always-attractive smell and taste, that it is an always-needed food. Well, need I say, this
isn'tatways the case. And unfortunately the symptoms of this tiny misunderstanding around fodd and
instincts are displayed as immeasurable suffering worldwide.

. Nowadays there are extensive arts and sciences developed around non-original food, eaten in a non-
instinctive way. But ull T9 tragically unaware of our bio-instinctual system thit is underlying every
overlaiddietary system- Nevertheless, our bodies are always trying to function at peak perfoimance,
despite deceptive signals, dfficult-to-digest foods, and minds and iultures that don't reiognize or
encourage the body's most dependable instincts.

To compenqate for this we have developed or adopted various techniques for deciding what to eat, when
t9 stop, and,indeed, what is considered food. These include myriad diets, cultural preferEnces, yin/yang
thegT, weight loss.pro-gramq, eatil,g until full every time, willfulty stopping when your mind says you'ie
had erough, austerity,-bulimia, guilt, shame - the list goes on and on. These are all sadly ineff6ctive and
infelor approaches when compared to our inborn instinctive system, which can be trusted to handle all our
food-selecting, eating,_and digesting processes with impeccable grace, intimacy, and effectiveness. It's the
right tool for the job. What a relief!

So, what's the cost for this relief? Basically, there is one primary discipline: Eat only foods whose
smells and tastes accurately represent their essence, and then also communitate an accurite taste change.
Practically sPgryng, this means selecting onl,y from whole, raw, and organic foods. This might sound'like
a frustrating limit, but there are ryny of us who have walked through this doorway have beeihappily
surprised to discover an oasis of deep pleasure combined with sustainable health inO parttr-intimatv.
There are also some secondary disciplines. Eat only one food at a time, so that the taste change (oistop)
on that particular food can be most easily "heard.'l And provide yourself with a wide range o:f originai
foods to select from. Of course, having a bunch of other hairless apes to eat instinctively frith also"helps!

A final point. This instinctive system doesn't only work with raw fruits, vegetables, seeds, nuts, bee
products, and water. It also works with free-ranging, raw, and organic fish, meits, €ggs, and insects. This
might-concern folks with-ethical_or spiritual considerations around eating animals, or-their products. These
are valid concerns, and I honor the spirit from which they arise. Nonetheless, the instinctive process exists
and functions prior to ethics and religions. This is shamelessly demonstrated in the natural world, where
some animals are carnivores, some omnivores, and some herbivores. There are many schools proclaiming
which kind of a"Yore" humans are. But regardless of the opinions of these differeni schools, raw meats
dy syel) and taste good to mSny humans, and are found to digest properly and nourish profoundly.
4guin, frgm an instinctive point of view, the fact that these foods are sinsrially attractive is importairt
information that indicates the body truly needs them for health and well-beirig. So if you don't like the fact
that raw animal foods func_tion according to the same principles as other raw ioods, y6u might have some
soul-searching to d9. (Ald, yes, it's also true that some instinctive-eating humans find raw meat totally
unnecessary for their particular bodies, and this, too, is fine. In fact, it makes life simpler and also elegantly
validates the instinctive proc€ss:,No two humans have the same dietary needs, and indeed, a particulai
human's dietary needs usually changes as that person's age and circumstance changes.)

Most of us have.beel ttling to navigate the dietary maze in some form or other for quite some time.
What I've found is that the body already knows the way, and as we follow its wisdom, the labyrinth
be.comes a delightful romp in the garden. I invite you to explore your own body and instincts and see if
this message is v_alidated inyou. It might herald the beginning ola whole new iensibility around food, diet,
health, and life altogether. It certainly has for me, and I wish ihe same possibility for you.

_, If You're interested, there are a few ways to explore instinctive eating. You can read Instinctive Eating:
The Lost Know.ledgg:tf 

^OpJ|lrum Nutrition,by Zephyr (me). It is availabte for g15 via Pan Piper Press,
RR2 #3334, Pahoa, ry.96779. If y9u want to talk to me directly about instinctive eating or other aspects
of sustainable lifestyle, email panpiper@pangais-cc or call 415-?39-2110. You can als-o surf to
ww.w.psngaiacc. And, if_you're in the SF Bay area, you can aftend one of the introductory instinctive-
eating buffet dinners that I offer. Just give me a call.

Enjoy! T.ephyr '.Ano" Tarletz



'What Is Nonviolent Comrnunication (NIVC)?

By Ano Tarletz

Ano Tarletz is a sustainable lifestyle pioneer, author, and teacher. He is a resident of
Pangaia, a permaculturefarm and community experiment on the Big Island of Hawaii.

For years, I've been working on understanding and changing my patterns of communication. I've
been searching for a consistently safe, expressive, and honest way to speak, one that promotes real
connection between myself and others. Happily, my need for compassionate communication was
finally fulfilled when I began practicing Marshall Rosenberg's teaching af Norwiolent Communication
Nr/c).

I think of NVC as a fine set of tools or a martial art. It's away to express power and passion with
grace and effectiveness. I don't have to use these tools, but when I do, I really produce some
pleasing results. The process is quite different from what I'd previously learned to do. In my old
communication model, I focused on what was "wrong" with someone's logic, philosophy, or
choices, and then I would counter with a response that demonstrated my "superior" intelligence. In
the moment, I'd feel alive, powerful, and "right." But when I was done, the room would be cleared
and I'd be triumphantly alone. Then I would often continue the combat in my mind, condemning the
others and defending myself. Given the logic I used, it all made perfect sense. This was the big
hurdle for me toleap-to be willing to explore a new logic and language that could praduce more
enrtching results for myself and those in my lfe.

You may be wondering how NVC sounds or what is so different about it. Let me give you a brief
example. Let's say I passed a clear-cut forest. I might say, "God, I hate those people. They don't
care a thing about the Earth! I wish they'd just disappear because they're the real problem." (And
that's an edited version!)

Now, instead of communicating my evaluations and condemning thoughts, I translate my
communication into the forn parts of NVC--observations, feelings, needs, and requests. [n this case,
the sentence might sound like:

OBSERYATIONS: When I saw the clear-cut forest todav . . .

FEELINGS: . . .I felt disturbed. . .

NEEDS: . . . because I want people to respect our ecosystems and preserve natural resources.
REQTIEST: Would you be willing to help me write a letter to the editor about clear-cutting?

With NVC, there is no repression of feelings, false niceness, or denial ofneeds. At the same time,
there's also no blame, shame, or judging. Using NVC, I can take the energy that I previously used in
evaluating others and instead express my own feelings and the needs they stem from. Then I ask for
that which would enrich my life. For me, this is a profound breakthrough. Following this form, I'm

of actuallmax
getting my needs met.
would not get met.

whereas before, I spoke in a way that practically guaranteed my real needs



But this is only half of the equation. Perhaps even more unique to NVC is the practice of empathic
listening, or empathy. When listening empathically, I again translate whatever is spoken into
observations, feelings, needs, and requests. Let's say my partner comes up to me and says, "You're
alazy, messy bum, and I'm sick of putting up with your junk all over my house!!!" Using empathic
listening,I can do something besides collapse, defend myself, or atiack back. In this case, I might
paus€, reflect, and ask:

OBSERVATIONS: When you came home and saw my slippers and towel on the chair . . .

FEELINGS: . . . were you angry . . .

NEEDS: . . . because you'd like to have the house kep neatly?

Notice, I don't take on their condemnation, nor do I condemn back. Instead, I listen for feelings and
needs, and then make my best guess at what they are. Empatlry.

Hearing this, she rnigtt say, "Yeah, but what I'm really anry about [feelings] is all the trafFrc and
the fact that I had to work all day while you stayed home [obsenationl." Then I might say, "So did
you really want to spend the day with me [needsl and you're angry [feelingsl that your work kept
you away all day [observationsl?" "Yeah, what I'd really like is to take the weekend off [request]
so we can spend some intimate time together [needs]." (Thinking how I could help with this
request), "Would you like me to help you figrre out how to make that possible [request]?" "Yeah."
"I'm happy to hear that [feelingsl, because I really want to be with you as much as I can [needsl. I
was actually bored [feelings] sitting around today [otrservationl because I wanted your company

[needs]." "Yeah, I can relate. Also, would you be willing to put your stuffaway after you're done
in a room [requestJ?" "Yes." "Thanks."

This dialogue is an example of how NVC can take a potential fight and tum it into an intimate
connection. And it only takes one person speaking this language to make it happen. I've found NVC
to be very powerful in creating sustainable relationships, families, and communities. For me, it's a
way to address the complexities of being human in a manner that's truly nurturing and mutually
beneficial. And like any skill, it takes patience and practice to leam it and to incorporate it
consistently in day-to-day life.

Beyond it's obvious value in personal relationships, NVC has also been used zuccessfully in
organizations all over the world-in schools, businesses, prisons, and in volatile political situations.
It's helped bring peace to war-torn areas and turned around apparently hopeless circumstances. It
seems to work for people of all races, classes, backgrounds, and sifuations. This excites me, because
I want to be able to communicate with everyone in a way that is respectfirl and effective, while still
being sincere and passionate. Prior to NVC, I didn't see how that was possible.

If you're interested in exploring NVC, there are a few websites you can explore: www.crxvc.org,
www.nvc.com, or www.ozteca.net/-baynvc/. Also,I sell the book, Nonviolent Communicationrby
Marshall Rosenberg, which completely explains this practice, in detail, with many examples. It's
$18 in person ar $22 shipped by U.S. mail ($25 Intemational). Make checks or money orders
payable to Pan Piper Press, RR2 #3334, Pahoa, Iil96778.

Thanks for listening! - Ano Tarletz,415-289-2110 or panpiper@pangaia.cc
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Farm Like We'll LiT)e Forev)er
I don't live in the suburbs
I don't live in the wild
I refuse to live in ignorance

I wish to be as true as a child
So I live on a farm instead
Organically fed
To this land I'm wed

I don't drive a tractor
I don't crave a car
I refuse to buy these images

I wish to honor what we are
So I use my arms and legs
This heart and head
Dancing on my homestead

I was root-bound in the suburbs
I root and worship in the wild
I sow the seeds of peace

I don't want to live exiled
So I live on a farm where I'm fed
From this garden bed
Wrought with tools from the shed

I know how to end world hunger
By mini-farms not maxi-marts
My stocks and market are our soils

My health club is this farm
Where I can grow my arms and legs
My beloveds
And even bread

Give you food it only feeds today
Show you how to grow you eat for life
Farm like we'll live forever
Live like we'll die tomorrow

Love like we can't say, "never"
Dream like all will follow
Farm like we'll live forever
Or we might never dream tomorrow

Live like we'll live
On our farm'til dead
From a life well led
With enough done and said

Bu Ano Tarletz


